
REPORT ON PROJECT EXPO LAUNCH EVENT 2024

The much-awaited PROJECT EXPO LAUNCH-2024, at MVJ college of engineering was a grand

success, witnessed by a huge crowd on the day of 21.12.2023. The launch was the strenuous

effort of a team under the leadership of Dean Academics, Dr Shrinivas L Gombi. The launch

begun with an invocation song by Pranithi from Dhwani club and the hosts of the launch Mr.

Infancies Alastair and Miss. Katharine Kennedy invited the Principal Dr. Suresh Babu sir to

address the gathering. The Principal welcomed the gathering by his warm greetings and valuable

words, post which he awarded prize money for the winner, Miss Ruchitha (Pre-final year, CSE

Department) for the best poster design making competition held within college on account of

project expo 2024. The Dean of academics, Dr. Shrinivas L Gombi explained the various stages of

Project Expo and motivated the students to participate in large number. The event was graced by

the presence of Principal Dr. Suresh Babu sir, Vice principal Dr. M. Brinda ma'am, Dean of

Academics Dr. Shrinivas L Gombi, Dean of research Dr. Niranjanappa and Dean of student affairs

Hameem Shanavas. Dr M Thilagaraj, Dr K Arunkumar, the Chief Co-ordinators, Mr. Infancies

Alastair and Mr Sameer Kulkarni, Student Coordinators of Project Expo had meticulously

organized the entire event. The performances by Dhwani and Nrityatrix club of college set the

stage on fire with their power pack performances inducing a strong vibe in the crowd. With this

energy set the guests were escorted to the other side of the amphitheatre where the poster was

set for launch. With the entire crowd joining hands in the count down, the banner was released

from the top floor of the building with all it’s grandeur and the launch was successfully concluded.

Overall, it was a great launch attracting a huge crowd and motivating every student to take part in

the project expo which is scheduled to take place on 27th April 2024.








